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Short Notes 

In quasi-classical approximation V '.$> 1, at � , t; 1<<V2 v + i' we have the 
simple formula 
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Taking into account (6), equation (3) will be written in the form 
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From this it is easy to get the known results in asymptotic cases: at V-+0, 
we have v= 0, 1, 2, ... (Landau levels); at y-.oo and x _. 0, we have 

0 

V = 1, 3, ..... 
The analysis of (7) at O < V < oo shows that the energy spectrum of the 

electron depending on F gets band character - allowed and forbidden mini-bandsy 
appear. The energy, considered in quasi-classical approximation, is periodical-
ly dependent on P , the period 2'11: °A, mw(2 v + 1) -l/2 itself depends on the level
number of volume quantization V= n; n = 0, 1, 2, .... 

In a sufficiently thin barrier case 2 m V?vn -2« i/2 v + 1' narrow (lv-nl << 1)
allowed and relatively wide forbidden mini-bands appear. The dispersion law in 
this case has the form 

m V;,.., [ / XO � v = n + 2 1 + cos\ 'It n + - y2n0 .
h �12n+1 - ;,.., 

(8) 

Naturally the obtained simple analytical formulas for the GF (6) and dis
persion law (8) are true, when the above- mentioned assumptions are made. 
Nevertheless the conclusion about the formation of allowed and forbidden mini
bands is always true, if only O < V < oo , of which one may be convinced by 
graphical solution of (3) with the exact form of the GF (4). 

In conclusion let us note that the formation of a mini-band structure of the 
electron energy spectrum may appear, influencing, for instance, the current 
along the barrier and perpendicular to the magnetic field direction, when there 
is an additional electric field I:: = ic; • By analogy with the case considered iny 
/2/ for a superlattice, here the current depending on � will be of oscillatoryy 
character. For experimental tests, the required conditions (at low temperature, 
T < 5 K, strong magnetic field of B � 10 T) are available and are used in in
vestigations of the quantum Hall effect. 






